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TELENOVELA

Kona: A Fighting
Chance
Never Give Up
T

his is a telenovela where glitz and glamour
meet grit and sweat. Where love and family
confront betrayal and solitude. A story where
success and triumph are pitted against failure.
We meet a family battling for survival after their
business tycoon father dies in a tragic car crash.
His daughter inherits her late dad’s pet project,
a boxing gym but she is trying to play in a man’s

world and the men are not going to let her in that
easily. Her step-brother quits boxing when he was
accused of throwing a fight. Will he return and
seek redemption? Against this backdrop lies the
suspicious circumstances surrounding their father’s
death. In a world where only the strong survive and
where you’re only as good as your next move, Kona
shows us that everyone deserves a fighting chance.

S1 (2013) 250 x 24 min (SD)
Language: Swahili & English
Subtitles: English
Original Territory: Kenya
Original Broadcaster: Africa Magic

…a
captivating
story...”
ALL AFRICA
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TELENOVELA

Inkaba
Unforgiving Fashion
T

his series stars veteran actor John Kani as a
family patriarch. Set in the capricious world of
fashion, Inkaba, meaning “umbilical cord”, explores
the tight bond between parents and children. Within
the two competing fashion houses are two love

stories at its core. Like a complex Romeo and Juliet
love triangle that spans generations, it includes all
the family drama one would expect. Spanning the
uber-rich and powerful to the struggling masses, this
show makes for compelling viewing.

S1 (2012) 208 x 25 min (SD)
Language: English & IsiZulu
Subtitles: English
Original Territory: South Africa
Original Broadcaster: Mzansi Magic

a soap
opera with a
difference…”
GAUTENG FILM
COMMISSION
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TELENOVELA

Zabalaza
Beneath The Surface
Z

abalaza, which means “struggle”, is set in the
home of Joseph “Jazzman” Cele, the patriarch
of the Cele family, his wife Gasta and their children.
The unique township setting explores the way of
life of this relatable community and the spirit of
empowerment and self-belief. This typical family

next door seems to have it all, but appearances
can be deceiving. This is an authentic African
story that depicts a family struggling with power,
greed and love. As their secrets begin to unravel,
promises are broken and the family start to turn
on each other.

S1 (2013) 208 x 24 min (SD)
S2 (2014) 208 x 24 min (HD)
S3 (2015) 208 x 24 min (HD)
Language: IsiZulu, English, Setswana
Subtitles: English
Original Territory: South Africa
Original Broadcaster: Mzansi Magic

a line-up of superb
new characters
played by some of
the country’s top
acting talent”
THE CITIZEN
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TELENOVELA

Greed & Desire
Secrets and Lies
T

he murder of a self-made mogul
threatens to change the fortune of a
wealthy family, as the desire for wealth
and power see a son and daughter vying
for what they believe is rightfully theirs. The
story of how this greed can ruin a family by
threatening their wealth and fortune.

S1 (2016) 208 x 24 min (HD)
Language: Sesotho, IsiZulu, Setswana & English
Subtitles: English
Original Territory: South Africa
Original Broadcaster: Mzansi Magic

SAFTA 2017
Best Supporting
Actress
TV Soap
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TELENOVELA

S1 (2016) 208 x 24 min (HD)
S2 (2018) 208 x 24 min (HD)
Language: English & Pidgin
Subtitles: English
Original Territory: Nigeria
Original Broadcaster: Africa Magic Show

...in a
league of
its own."
PULSE

Battleground
Greed and Power Struggles
T

hey might be exceptionally wealthy and powerful,
but the Bhadmus family’s love for one another is
put to the test when an unfortunate series of events
leads to greed and power struggles within their ranks.
It’s a classic tale of love and war that’s thrilling to
watch.
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DRAMA

Fluiters
Lies, Deceit & Spying
T

his conspiracy thriller kicks off when a
successful IT-company is targeted by
a corrupt government official. Five friends
hit back by creating a SecureDrop-style
website where whistleblowers can leak
evidence on corruption without fear of

...an
addictive
series."
CHANNEL 24

being exposed. When someone loads
an explosive document to their site,
the group of heroes are dragged into a
shadowy world of espionage, corporate
corruption, murder, terrorism and the
deep-web underworld.

S1 (2015) 13 x 48 min (HD)
Language: English, Afrikaans & Arabic
Subtitles: English
Original Territory: South Africa
Original Broadcaster: kykNET
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DRAMA

Rockville
Family Feud
R

ockville is a drama series that revolves
around two families - one in the middle-class
world of Johannesburg's suburbs and the other
in the working-class world of Soweto - who have
an ongoing feud with each other over a series
of misunderstandings brought about by their

different backgrounds. Produced by and starring
power couple Shona and Connie Ferguson, this
series lifts the lid on the dark side of Mzansi
– the drama, sacrifices and subterfuge that it
takes to get to the top in modern-day South
Africa.

S1 (2013) 10 x 48 min (HD)
S2 (2014) 10 x 48 min (HD)
S3 (2015) 13 x 48 min (HD)
S3 (2016) 13 x 48 min (HD)
Language: Setswana, Sepedi, IsiZulu & English
Subtitles: English
Original Territory: South Africa
Original Broadcaster: Mzansi Magic

Rockville marks
the return to TV
of super couple,
Connie and Shona
Ferguson…”

Long
anticipated
local series"

SUNDAY TRIBUNE

LIVEMAG
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A Trilogy By Writer
Deon Opperman
Kruispad | Hartland | Donkerland

DRAMA

Kruispad
When the Past Catches Up
K

ruispad (Crossroads) is the first
part in renowned writer Deon
Opperman’s trilogy. It is a thirteenyear-long story between 1994 to 2007.
It explores how two Afrikaans families
adjust to the new South Africa. Each
character stands at a crossroads and we
see the consequences of their choices
as the two families lives intersect.

S1 (2007) 13 x 48 min (SD)
Language: Afrikaans
Original Territory: South Africa
Original Broadcaster: kykNET
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DRAMA

DRAMA

Hartland

Donkerland

Families at a Crossroads
T

he second part of this trilogy is the story
of an extended family in South Africa and
how the personal choices they make in their
everyday lives also have an effect on those
around them.

158 Years. 7 Generations. 1 Family
T

his is the third drama series in renowned writer Deon Opperman’s trilogy - the other
two being Kruispad and Hartland. Donkerland narrates the story of seven generations
of one family against the backdrop of the changing landscape of South Africa over a
period of 158 years (1838–1996). Each episode plays off against the sociopolitical
backdrop of the day, like the Groot Trek, battles against the Zulus, the Anglo-Boer Wars,
the Great Depression of 1929, the 1948 election, the Border War and the 1976 Soweto
Riots until the transition to a democratic South Africa.

S1 (2011) 13 x 48 min (SD)
Language: Afrikaans
Original Territory: South Africa
Original Broadcaster: kykNET

S1 (2012) 13 x 48 min (SD)
Language: IsiZulu, Tstotsi Taal & English
Original Territory: South Africa
Original Broadcaster: kykNET

3 SAFTA
AWARDS
2015

Including Best
Supporting Actor,
Costume Design,
Hair & Make-Up
TV DRAMA
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CO N TAC T S
Switchboard: +27 (0) 11 289 3000
Director: Content Sales and Distribution
Kashan.Maharaj@multichoice.co.za
+27 (0) 11 686 7379
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